Molecular dynamics (MD) investigations of preformed structures of the transmembrane domain of the oncogenic Neu receptor dimer in a DMPC bilayer.
The critical Val/Glu mutation in the membrane spanning domain of the rat Neu receptor confers the ability for ligand-independent signaling and leads to increased dimerization and transforming ability. There is evidence that the two transmembrane interacting helices play a role in receptor activation by imposing orientation constraints to the intracellular tyrosine kinase domains. By using MD simulations we have attempted to discriminate between correct and improper helix-helix packing by examining the structural and energetic properties of preformed left-handed and right-handed structures in a fully hydrated DMPC bilayer. The best energetic balance between the residues at the helix-helix interface and the residues exposed to the lipids is obtained for helices in symmetrical left-handed interactions packed together via Glu side chain/Ala backbone interhelical hydrogen bonds. Analyses demonstrate the importance of the ATVEG motif in helix-helix packing and point to additional contacting residues necessary for association. Our findings, all consistent with experimental data, suggest that a symmetrical left-handed structure of the helices could be the transmembrane domain configuration that promotes receptor activation and transformation. The present study may provide further insight into signal transduction mechanisms of the ErbB/Neu receptors.